The unproved NWS Storm
Spotters' Training Program at
Ft. worth, Tex.
Abstract
This paper describes improved methods of training volunteer
tornado spotters in the National Weather Service's Skywarn
program. The updated training program emphasizes the most
likely tornado spawning area within a thunderstorm complex
and also the types of clouds and weather phenomena that
precede and accompany tornadoes. Diagrams and photographs
illustrate the methods the author uses in training spotters.
Finally, the early and accurate spotters' assessment of a developing tornado system and the ensuing successful NWS
warning are discussed.
1. Introduction
T h e National Weather Service has no greater single
responsibility than the preparation and dissemination
of severe weather watches and warnings. However, the
simple issuance of these statements of impending severe
weather is not sufficient in protecting the public. Communities must have severe storm emergency plans and
citizens must know how to react to severe weather
watches and warnings. Consequently, the N W S places
very high priority on its disaster preparedness program
(Mogil and Groper, 1977). Most elements of a working
local preparedness plan can be placed under one of four
major categories:
1) a storm spotter network;
2) good communications (including an adequate public warning system);
3) a severe weather public education program;
4) a postdisaster rescue and rehabilitation plan (NOAA,
1973).
Although the NWS encourages multiple use of storm
spotters (e.g., severe weather, heavy rains, snow, ice),
this paper emphasizes tornado spotting.
Conventional radar is the NWS's "first line of defense"
in severe storm detection and warning. Radar features
such as storm intensity and echo signatures have been
associated with potentially dangerous storms. Noteworthy
echo signatures now in use in the NWS radar program
include hook echoes (Stout and Huff, 1953), high echo
tops, and line echo wave patterns (LEWPs) (Nolan,
1959). Unfortunately, severe thunderstorms do not always have these characteristics and nonsevere storms occasionally exhibit false signatures. Hence, the most reliable indicators of severe weather events such as
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tornadoes are prompt visual sightings (AMS, 1975; Mogil
and Groper, 1977). A well-trained severe storm spotter
network is vital to local preparedness plans and a successful NWS warning program.
T h e N W S uses slides and motion picture films to train
tornado spotters. In the past, these presentations have
emphasized tornado identification and have not answered more specific spotter questions about the most
common location for tornadoes within the thunderstorm
and the types of clouds that usually precede
and accompany tornadoes. Recently, the N W S and the National
Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) prepared a new tornado spotter film that addresses these questions. T h e
objective of this article is to describe similar improvements in the tornado spotters' training program at Ft.
Worth and a preliminary assessment regarding its value.
2. The N S S L - O U Tornado Intercept Project
From 1972 through 1974, I participated in a coordinated
effort by NSSL personnel and University of Oklahoma
(OU) meteorology students to intercept and photographically document tornadoes, as well as related severe
weather phenomena (Golden and Morgan, 1972). T h e
basic objectives of the continuing project are documenting severe weather occurrences for NSSL Doppler and
conventional radar studies, obtaining film footage for
photogrammetric analysis, and testing new severe storm
forecast techniques (Kimpel et al., 1976). Over 30
tornado-bearing thunderstorms have been intercepted
during the program.
Participants in the Intercept Project have learned
much about the visual characteristics of tornadic thunderstorms. As Disaster Preparedness Meteorologist at the
Weather Service Forecast Office (WSFO) in Ft. Worth,
I applied this knowledge by instructing north T e x a s
area storm spotters to recognize the visual features of a
tornadic storm. These spotters look for visual tornado
precursors, similar to the weather radar operator who
scans storm cells for hook echoes or other features.
3. Radar characteristics of tornadic thunderstorms
A great number of Great Plains tornadoes, particularly
those that are large and destructive, occur with "supercell" thunderstorms. Radar characteristics of supercell
storms include an extensive mid-level overhang echo on
the right flank beneath which is the weak echo region
( W E R ) . A bounded W E R ( B W E R ) extends into the
overhang under the highest storm top, and a hook echo
wraps cyclonically around the B W E R in the low levels
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FIG. 1. Schematic plan view of a model tornadic thunderstorm. Precipitation areas and gust
front position are represented at ground level. Locations of the storms shown in Figs. 3-10 are
indicated on the inset. The arrows show the direction of view.
(Browning, 1965; Lemon, 1977). T h e position of the
hook echo and B W E R on the right rear (usually southwest) flank implies that an intense updraft, in association
with a mesocyclone, exists in the same area. T h i s has
been postulated in numerous studies and confirmed by
time lapse photography (Kocielski, 1967) and Doppler
radar research (Lemon et al., 1977). Most tornadoes develop within such a mesocyclone.
4. Visual characteristics of tornadic

thunderstorms

Figure 1 is a horizontal section of a tornadic thunderstorm that is typical of those encountered during the
Intercept Project. Warm, moist air ascends through the
intense updraft (radar B W E R ) housed within the mesocyclonic "parent C b " . Precipitation is carried toward the
northeast under the influence of high-speed winds aloft.
Most of the rain and hail fall to earth downwind from
the main updraft area. T h e heaviest particles are the
first to fall; hence, large hail is often observed on the
southwest side of the precipitation region or immediately
north of the strong updraft (Browning, 1965).
Observe the gust front wave or mesocyclone associated with the parent Cb in Fig. 1. T h e mesocyclone
helps to maintain a steep gust front slope and allows
warm, moist surface air to flow into the parent Cb.
T h i s pattern is more conducive for tornado formation
than the case in which the gust front moves southeastward and outruns the updraft region.
Tornadoes are most likely to form along a steep gust
front (Fig. 1), primarily beneath the parent Cb. Occasionally, they will also develop along the "flanking
line." Bates (1967) first documented the presence of the

flanking line, a cloud street of towering cumuli that
merges with the parent Cb from the southwest. H e observed tornadoes, first apparent as ground-based dust
whirls, that developed from the flanking line cumuli
with tops of only 4500-6000 m (15 000-20 000 ft). T h e
initial radar echo in association with the towering cumuli
occurs aloft, near the level of the echo overhang of the
W E R in the parent storm. Occasionally, the flanking
line cumuli may also develop a low-level echo before
merger with the parent Cb (Lemon, 1976). During the
T o r n a d o Intercept Project, the parent Cb has been observed to produce all sizes and intensities of tornadoes,
whereas flanking line tornadoes have consistently been
relatively small and weak.
Figure 2, developed by C. Doswell (private communication, 1978) is a vertical section view of the tornadic
storm, looking northwest. Note the anvil, the parent Cb,
and the stair-step nature of the flanking line. Precipitation is falling from the northeast side of the storm with
the typically flat, "rainfree bases" underneath the parent
Cb and flank. T h i s type of flat, distinct cloud base is
always indicative of an organized updraft area (Marwitz
et al., 1972). According to Marwitz, the updraft base will
have a slightly rippled appearance when viewed from
close range. North T e x a s tornado spotters have been
trained to focus on the southwest quadrant of a storm
cell and to look for the dark, rainfree bases below the
hard convective towers of both the parent Cb and the
flanking line.
T h e distinct lowering of the rainfree base beneath
the parent Cb in Fig. 2 is a "wall cloud," defined by
Fujita (1960) in his study of the 1957 Fargo storm. During
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Schematic northwestward view (vertical section) of the tornadic thunderstorm
shown in Fig. 1.

the Intercept Project, storm chasers have observed numerous wall clouds beneath the updraft of severe thunderstorms. T h e wall cloud structure is apparently the
visual indicator of an intense updraft core. Not all wall
clouds have vertical "walls"; many have much less slope
and more irregular shape.
A wall cloud that exhibits cyclonic rotation and strong
vertical
motion
is the single
most important
visual
precursor
of tornado activity. T o r n a d o formation, often

FIG. 3.

12, December

first revealed by a dust whirl at the ground, usually
occurs from a few minutes to > 1 h after the wall cloud
forms. North T e x a s spotters have been instructed that
most tornadoes develop as pendants from wall clouds,
which form adjacent to and on the southwest side of the
precipitation. Usually, the tornado is within a few miles
of the rain and hail and, occasionally, may be embedded
in precipitation. However,
there are exceptions
to the
rule. The spotters know that wall clouds do not always

Eastward view of a tornadic thunderstorm near Carnegie,Unauthenticated
Okla., 20 April
1974.
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FIG. 4. Close southeastward view of the flanking line and parent Cb of the tornadic thunderstorm
near Carnegie, Okla., 20 April 1974. (Photo by Alan Moller.)
produce
tornadoes
(Kimpel et al., 1976), and a few tornadoes develop
directly from the flat rainfree
base.
Examples of the photographs the author uses in the

FIG. 5.

spotter training course in Ft. Worth are presented in
Fig. 3 - 8 (refer to Fig. 1 for the relationship of these
photographs to the visual supercell storm).

Distant westward view of the southwest quadrant of a tornadic storm near
Ft. Cobb, Okla., 18 June 1973. (Photo by Steve Tegtmeier.)
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FIG. 6. Westward view of twin wall clouds in the updraft area of a tornadic storm near Ft.
Cobb, Okla., 18 June 1973. Note the heavy precipitation north of the wall clouds. (Photo by
Charles Doswell III.)
Figure 3 is a full view of a tornadic storm, looking
east. T h e parent Cb is in the center of the picture beyond the highway. T h e flanking line extends to the right,

while the anvil, above the precipitation area, is on the
left side of the picture. A closer, southeast view of the
same storm is presented in Fig. 4. Note the rainfree base,

FIG. 7. Westward view of the first tornado in the storm near Ft. Cobb, Okla., 18 June 1973.
(Minor retouching was done because of the loss of contrast in the transition from a color slide
to a black and white print. Photo by Charles Doswell III.)
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FIG. 8. Contraction stage of the first tornado in the storm near Ft. Cobb, Okla., 18 June 1973.
(Minor retouching was done because of the loss of contrast in the transition from a color slide
to a black and white print. Photo by Steve Tegtmeier.)
which becomes substantially darker beneath the higher
cloud tops. T h i s thunderstorm produced three tornadoes
in central Oklahoma — 1 h after these pictures were
taken.
A westward view of an approaching tornadic storm
is shown in Fig. 5. From this angle, the anvil canopy
and midlevel clouds frequently conceal the storm tops
from view. However, the updraft base is visible on the
horizon with a heavy rain column to the right or northeast of the rainfree base. T h e trained spotter will recognize the rainfree base as the most likely tornadospawning area.
Structural changes can be observed in Fig. 6, taken
as tornado interceptors approached the storm. T w o wall
clouds had formed to the southwest of the precipitation
column. Wall cloud formation, or a transition similar
to that from Fig. 5 - 6 , can occur within minutes or even
seconds. Baseball-size hail was falling in the precipitation
shaft visible on the right side of Fig. 6. Spotters should
know that large hail is a common trait of tornadic storms
(Nelson, 1976) and that the largest hail most often falls
immediately north through northeast of the tornado
(Fig- 1).
Both wall clouds in Fig. 6 produced tornadoes. T h e
first tornado reached the ground from the northern-most
(right) wall cloud 15 min after Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the
mature stage of the tornado, and Fig. 8 captures the
contraction stage of the tornado. It is common for tornadoes to become ropelike and highly tilted before dissipation. T h e second tornado in this series had a similar

life cycle, as did the major tornadoes in the 1957 Fargo
storm (Fujita, 1960) and the Union City tornado (Moller
et al., 1974; Purcell, 1976).
T h e complete visual history of a tornado system is
likely to have the following sequence:
1) Rainfree base is evident in the southwest storm
quadrant.
2) Rotating wall cloud develops and extends downward from the rainfree base.
3) T o r n a d o forms as dust whirl rises from the ground
and funnel descends from the wall cloud.
4) T o r n a d o expands to its maximum diameter. ( T h e
amount of expansion varies greatly from one tornado to the next.)
5) T o r n a d o tilts and contracts to rope stage.
6) T o r n a d o lifts and dissipates.
Occasionally, the sequence repeats itself, and the thunderstorm produces more than one tornado.
T h e spotters have been instructed to "expect the unexpected" since variations and exceptions to the tornado
storm model do occur. T h i s might be particularly true
with southeast U.S. tornado situations, where it is reported that tornadoes are frequently obscured by low
ceilings and visibility restrictions (e.g., precipitation and
trees).
Many storm spotters are mobile on storm days. I t is
suggested that these people position themselves within
a few miles to the southeast of any suspicious storm.
T h i s gives the spotters a view of the storm's southwest
quadrant from the east or southeast. Unrestricted visi-
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FIG. 9. Southeastward view of a wall cloud and rainfree Cb base over Ft. Worth, 26 May
1976. A tornado descended from the wall cloud over Dallas ~ 3 0 min after the photo was taken.
(Photo by Alan Moller.)
bility and afternoon backlighting often aid the storm
spotter from this angle. In training spotters, I recommend that they always leave themselves an escape route
to the east or southeast to avoid any approaching tornado.
5. Other storm features
I have taught spotters to recognize those thunderstorm
features not ordinarily related to tornadoes. Most prominent are mammatus clouds and gust front structures
such as "shelf" and " r o l l " clouds. T h e spotters know
that straight-line winds are more often responsible than
tornadoes when wind damage occurs on the leading edge
of the storm or within the rain area. During the 1976-77
period, north T e x a s spotters have delivered many accurate reports and have confirmed or disproved several
unofficial tornado accounts. Certainly, the new training
methods are largely responsible for the improved reports.
6. The north Dallas tornado of 26 M a y 1976
Amateur radio operators serve Civil Defense and the
NWS as storm spotters in the Dallas-Ft. W o r t h metroplex because of their superior communications and outstanding dedication (Reber, 1977). During threatening
weather, two amateur radio operators monitor the
T a r r a n t County and Dallas County amateur frequencies
at the Ft. Worth Forecast Office and pass word of severe
events to the forecasters. Over 600 amateur operators
in the metroplex have received the training necessary to
become spotters.
T h e spotters' greatest opportunity to use their new

training came on 26 May 1976, when 14 tornadoes occurred in north Texas. Spotters gave detailed reports of
wall clouds, funnel clouds, tornadoes, and large hail to
the Ft. Worth W S F O . These reports enabled the W S F O
to issue early warnings for the small but destructive tornado that struck residential areas in north Dallas at the
height of rush hour traffic. T h e storm had a path length
of 6 km (4 mi) and an average width of 90 m (100 yd).
It was rated an F3 tornado (Fujita and Pearson, 1973).
During this afternoon, the amateur radio networks
were activated after a tornado watch was issued and
thunderstorms began developing. Shortly after 1600
C D T , a thunderstorm intensified rapidly over Ft. Worth
in T a r r a n t County. Several spotters under the storm's
core reported marble-size hail. Other mobile spotters
were tracking the updraft area in the thunderstorm's
southwest quadrant. At 1640 C D T , these spotters observed and reported the formation of a rotating wall
cloud in the updraft area. T h e wall cloud, seen in Fig.
9, was over east Ft. Worth at the time. A tornado warning for T a r r a n t County and adjacent Dallas County was
issued at 1650 C D T . Numerous reports of large hail
and funnel clouds were received from the amateur radio
spotters as the storm crossed the Arlington and Irving
areas between Ft. Worth and Dallas. At 1725 C D T the
wall cloud produced the tornado in north Dallas (Fig.
10). T h e twister caused $1.3 million damage to buildings
and homes. No deaths and only one minor injury occurred, a result that is largely attributable to the early
and accurate spotter reports that provided the 35 min
warning lead time.
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FIG. 10. Northward view of the Dallas tornado of 26 May 1976.
7. Conclusions
T h e NWS places high priority on its Severe Storm
Disaster Preparedness Program. One of the most important aspects of a tornado preparedness plan is the
development of a reliable storm spotter network.
In years past, the N W S has simply trained spotters how
to recognize tornadoes. T h i s has not been adequate, as
most spotters are left with the impression that tornadoes
occur almost randomly from dark storm clouds. T h e
N W S training programs have not included recently obtained information on where tornadoes are most likely
to occur within a storm cell and what types of clouds
frequently precede tornadoes. A new training film 2 for
spotters that emphasizes these visual aspects of tornadic
storms is being distributed within the NWS. In addition,
a slide presentation for use in a national training program and updated spotter's guide, which include these
improved identification methods, are being prepared
by the NWS's Disaster Preparedness Staff. Observational
results from experiments in the NSSL-OU T o r n a d o
Intercept Project have been used in training north T e x a s
storm spotters and are being incorporated into the nationally prepared spotter-training materials. These results can be summarized as follows:
1) Tornadoes most often occur within several miles
to the southwest of the parent storm's rain and
2 The film may be purchased from Capital Film Laboratory, 343 W. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10019, for $49.75 (rate
subject to change). This includes pliomatic case and shipping.
Check or money order should accompany order to expedite
processing.

(Photo by Jim Bedgood.)

hail shield. A large, rotating cumulonimbus cloud
(parent Cb), containing the intense updraft of the
storm, almost invariably exists in this southwest
quadrant of the tornadic storm. Frequently, a
flanking line of towering cumuli merges with the
parent Cb from the southwest. Small tornadoes occasionally develop under the flanking line, but all
sizes of tornadoes have been documented with the
rotating parent Cb.
2) Beneath the tornadic storm, the updraft area and
potential spawning ground for tornadoes can be
identified by the flat, rainfree bases to the southwest
of the hail and rain.
3) T h e formation of the wall cloud reveals the location of an intense updraft. A wall cloud that exhibits rotation and strong vertical motion is a frequent precursor of imminent tornado activity.
4) After maturing, many tornadoes contract and become ropelike. Following the demise of the tornado,
subsequent wall cloud formation might indicate
renewed tornado activity within the parent storm
cell.
Reaction by north T e x a s area spotters to the improved
training has been excellent. Because of the updated
spotter-training program, the total number of spotters
in north T e x a s has risen dramatically, and the quality
of severe storm reports received at the Ft. Worth W S F O
has improved significantly.
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announcements
I F A O R S course offerings
A course on "Climate Change and Climate Modeling" is
being offered 7-11 May 1979 by the Institute for Atmospheric
Optics and Remote Sensing (IFAORS) at the Hospitality
House in Williamsburg, Va. The course, which consists of
comprehensive lectures by experts, will present a general
survey of what is known of climatic change, with emphasis
on current approaches and studies of the earth's radiation
i Notice of registration deadlines for meetings, workshops,
and seminars, deadlines for submittal of abstracts or papers
to be presented at meetings, and deadlines for grants, proposals, awards, nominations, and fellowships must be received
at least three months prior to deadline dates.—News Ed.

balance. Topics will include energy budget models; theoretical and observational approaches; regional climate problems;
physical processes; and various aspects of man's impact on
climate.
Other courses and workshops now being planned by
IFAORS include: "Atmospheric Aerosols: Formation, Optical
Properties and Effects," Baltimore, Md., 28-30 May 1979;
"2nd Interactive Workshop on Inversion Methods in Remote
Sensing," Williamsburg, Va., 23-25 May 1979; and "Water
Vapor in the Atmosphere," Aspen, Colo., July 1979. For information on any of the above contact: Institute for Atmospheric Optics and Remote Sensing, P.O. Box P, Hampton,
Va. 23666.
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